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Abstract 
Given alternative methods with identical order of convergence for solving the polynomial equation f(z)= 0, the method 
with the smaller asymptotic error constant might be assumed to be superior in terms of the number of iterations required 
for convergence. We present empirical evidence for a parameterized class of methods of second order showing that a 
parameter choice which does not correspond to the minimal asymptotic error constant may nevertheless be superior in 
practice. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of  order of  convergence of an iterative method for solving a nonlinear equation was 
introduced by Fourier [4] and refined by Bodewig [2]. In general, an iterative method of  the form 
zk+~ = ~(zk), 
which produces a sequence {zk} of  iterates converging to a solution o9 of  f ( z )=0 is said to converge 
with order m if there exists a nonzero constant Cm such that 
Cm = lim 4~(z) -- 09 
z-~ (z -  og)m" 
The value of  m and the constant Cm are uniquely defined by the method. The constant Cm is referred 
to as the asymptotic error constant. 
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When a method of order m produces a sequence {zk} converging to co then for sufficiently large 
k we expect 
Zk+l __ co ~ Cm(z  k __ co)re. 
Accordingly, when two methods of the same order are applied to solve f ( z )=0 then the method with 
the smaller asymptotic error constant eventually reduces successive rrors more rapidly, and might 
thus be assumed to be superior in terms of the number of iterations required to achieve convergence 
[11]. In this paper we demonstrate that such assumptions are unwarranted in practice. 
The Newton-Raphson method 
f(zk) 
Zk+ 1 = Zk f '(zk )' ( 1 ) 
of order two, is a member of the parameterized class of second-order iteration functions introduced 
below. For this class the asymptotic error constant is a function of the class parameter s. For a set of 
different values of s we examine the practical effectiveness of these methods, in terms of the number 
of iterations required for the sequences {z~} produced to converge to a solution co of f ( z )  = 0. We 
show that a parameter choice which does not correspond to the minimal asymptotic error constant 
may be superior in practice. The work required to reach the neighborhood of the zero within which 
the asymptotic error analysis applies dominates the overall cost of the iteration, so that the asymptotic 
error results are of limited relevance. Although they are relevant in the context of starting with an 
accurate stimate of the zero, asymptotic onvergence results are thus inappropriate as sole criteria 
for selecting iterative methods in the context of convergence from more distant starting points. 
2. A class of iteration functions 
Applying (1) to f ( z ) / ( f ' ( z ) )S= 0, where s is an undetermined parameter, we have 
f ( zk )  
- ,, = q~2(zk). (2 )  Zk+l = Zk f ( zk ) f  (Zk) -- 
f ' ( zk  ) -- S 
f ' ( zk )  
For s = 0 this is the Newton-Raphson method (1) while for s = 0.5 we get Halley's square-root free 
method 
f ( zk )  
,, . (3 )  zk+l = zk - f ( zk ) f  (zk) 
f ' ( zk )  
2f'(zk) 
The convergence order of this class is two for all s except s = 0.5 in which case the order is 
three. Provided that f '(co) # 0, that is, co is a simple zero of f (z) ,  and s # 0.5, the asymptotic error 
constant can be shown, using l'Hrpital's rule, to be 
(1 - 2s)f"(co) 
C2 = (4) 
2f'(co) 
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This class was apparently first discovered by Schrrder [10], and later by Bodewig [2]. Recently 
Igarashi [7] and Gerlach [5] rediscovered this class and gave as practical restrictions 0~<s ~< 1, or 
s- -  1/k for some integer k. Clearly the asymptotic error constant (4) is reduced the closer s is to 0.5, 
hence one might anticipate that the choice s--0.5, as used in [5], would give the best performance. 
We demonstrate below that this is not necessarily the case in practice, with values of s near 1 
sometimes being more efficient. In particular, this choice may be considerably more efficient than 
the Newton-Raphson method (s - -0) .  
Note that for s --- 1 this method corresponds to computing a zero of t(z) = f ( z ) / f ' ( z ) ,  a function 
which has simple zeros where f ( z )  has multiple zeros. Thus the method resulting from applying 
(1) to solving t ( z )= 0, i.e. method (2) with s - -  1, produces econd-order convergence ven in the 
presence of a multiple zero. For a zero of multiplicity m > 1 and s ~ 1 the order of convergence is
one, with asymptotic error constant 
(1 -s ) (m-1)  
c1 = (5) 
m - s(m - 1) 
which is reduced by taking s nearer one. Our five examples below include two cases of multiple 
zeros and another of clustered zeros, for which the constant (5) better describes the situation than 
the theoretically appropriate (4). 
3. Test polynomials and initial approximations 
The following polynomials are used for our numerical demonstrations. The constant p listed in 
these examples is defined below. 
Example 1. f ( z )  = z 6 - 4z 5 - 5z  4 "~- 190Z 3 -- 666Z 2 + 944Z -- 600 [6], 
rOOtS: --6, 2, l+i,  3±4i; p = 8.4990. 
This polynomial has six simple well-separated zeros of moderate size. 
Example 2. f ( z )  =z  8 - (10 lz + 1)z  4 --k 1012,  
roots: +1000, +1000i, q-1,-Vi; p:  1000.015. 
Four of the simple zeros of this polynomial are much larger than the remaining four. 
Example 3. f ( z )  : z 6 - 6.000999999999999z 5 + 0.007998999999997928z 4 +49.98400000100001z 3 
- 45.017991002z 2 - 107.918996005z + 107.945988006, 
roots: 1, -2 ,  -1.999, 3, 3.001, 2.999; p = 7.1505446. 
Several of the real zeros of this polynomial are clustered together. 
Example 4. f ( z )  = z 6 - 6z 5 + 50z 3 - 45z  2 - 108z -k- 108 [6], 
roots: 1, --2, --2, 3, 3, 3; p : 7.1488. 
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The coefficients of this polynomial were perturbed to give the coefficients of Example 3, and its 
zeros are close to those of Example 3. However, this polynomial has multiple zeros, hence the 
asymptotic error constant (4) rather than (3) is applicable. 
Example 5. f(z)= (z 4 -  1) 3, 
roots: the fourth roots of unity, of multiplicity 3; p- -  1.400. 
Given the polynomial 
f (z)  = z" + alz n-1 + a2 zn-2 -}-.. .  + an, 
then [9] all the zeros of f (z)  lie in the circle Izl < p where p is the unique positive real zero of 
z n -  lallZ n - l -  l a21z  n -2  . . . . .  la.I =0.  (8) 
To find p for each of the above examples we applied the bisection method to solve (8), terminating 
the iteration using the technique of [8] which halts the process when the computed value of f (z )  
is sufficiently small that its value is predicted to have no correct digits. The k different initial 
approximations for solving f (z)  = 0 are on the unit circle with radius r, given by 
Zo(1) = re i(t2~(t-1)l/k+°), l = 1,2,...,k, 
where 0 is a small positive number. These initial approximations are of the Aberth type [1]. For 
Examples 1-4 we set k = n, where n is the degree of the polynomial, and r = p. For Example 5 we 
set k = 2n and selected r = 0.05p, 0.5p, p, 2p, 10p, 50p, and 100p. Each starting point zo(l) then gives 
rise to a computed sequence which we denote {zk(l)}. In all cases the iterations were terminated 
using the technique of [8]. 
4. Numerical results 
We used the class (2) to solve the five test equations with the parameter s set at 0.0, 0.1,0.2,..., 1.0. 
The starting points zo(l), l = 1,2,.. . ,n and termination criteria were described above. Since the 
computational cost is identical for each iteration irrespective of s, with the exception of s = 0 in 
which case f"(zk) is not required, we simply record below the number of iterations required until 
the termination criterion of [8] was satisfied. Tables 1-5 give the results for the methods of class 
(2) applied to Examples 1-5, respectively. 
For Example 1, from s =0.0-0.8 the initial approximations z0(1), z0(2) .... ,z0(6) always produced 
convergence to 2, 3 + 4i, 1 ÷ i, 3 - 4i, 1 - i and -6 ,  respectively. Based on the asymptotic error 
constant (4) one might expect he number of iterations to decrease as s approaches 0.5. However, 
the number of iterations remains almost the same for s = 0.5-0.8. For s = 0 (the Newton-Raphson 
method), 0.4,0.6,0.8, the behavior of the sequences {zk(l)}, l = 1,2,3,. . . ,6 and k = 1,2,3,... are 
shown in Figs. 1-4. These figures reveal that the first iteration is always towards the origin, with the 
steplength increasing as s increases towards 1. We explain this behaviour below. 
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Table 1 
Number of iterations: Example 1 
s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
zo(1) 15 13 13 12 11 9 9 10 8 10 14 
zo(2) 12 11 10 9 8 7 7 8 8 13 10 
zo(3) 15 14 13 11 10 9 9 8 8 16 25 
zo(4) 9 10 9 9 8 7 8 8 7 12 11 
zo(5) 14 13 12 11 10 8 8 7 9 8 8 
zo(6) 10 10 9 9 8 7 7 7 7 15 9 
Sum 75 71 66 61 55 47 48 48 47 74 77 
Table 2 
Number of iterations: Example 2 
s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
233 
zo(1) 34 10 8 7 7 6 7 7 8 9 25 
zo(2) 34 30 28 26 24 20 18 18 14 11 27 
zo(3) 34 10 8 7 7 6 7 7 8 9 25 
zo(4) 34 30 28 26 24 20 18 18 14 11 27 
z0(5) 34 10 8 7 7 6 7 7 8 9 25 
zo(6) 34 30 28 26 24 20 18 18 14 11 27 
zo(7) 34 10 8 7 7 6 7 7 8 9 24 
zo(8) 34 30 28 26 24 20 18 18 14 11 27 
Sum 272 160 144 132 124 104 100 100 88 80 207 
Table 3 
Number of iterations: Example 3 
s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
zo(1) 30 27 25 22 20 17 16 14 12 10 10 
zo(2) 29 27 24 22 20 18 16 16 14 12 9 
zo(3) 22 20 19 18 16 14 13 11 12 12 11 
zo(4) 23 21 19 18 16 14 13 12 10 9 * 
zo(5) 14 14 12 11 10 10 12 10 10 12 10 
zo(6) 30 27 24 22 20 18 16 13 12 12 8 
Sum 148 136 123 113 102 92 86 77 70 67 * 
• means the iteration failed to converge. 
Recall  that for the po lynomia l  Example 2 the magnitude of  the zeros differs significantly, and 
their distr ibution is markedly  different from those of  Example 1. Except when s = 0.0, 0.9 and 1.0, 
the initial approximat ions Zo(1 ) - (8 )  always produced convergence to 1000, i, 1000 i , -  1, - 1000, - i ,  
-1000 i  and 1, respectively. Table 2 shows that the total number  of  iterations gradual ly decreases 
as s tends to 0.9, which is substantial ly more effective overall  than the asymptot ical ly optimal value 
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Table 4 
Number of iterations: Example 4 
s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
zo(1) 34 30 28 25 22 20 17 14 11 8 6 
zo(2) 35 32 28 25 22 20 19 15 13 9 8 
zo(3) 31 29 28 24 23 20 17 15 12 9 8 
zo(4) 31 29 27 24 22 19 18 14 12 9 9 
zo(5) 14 14 13 12 11 10 10 10 8 10 7 
zo(6) 34 31 29 25 23 20 17 15 11 7 7 
Sum 179 165 153 135 123 109 98 83 67 52 45 
Table 5 
Cumulative number of iterations: Example 5 
s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
r=0.07002 2207 705 675 586 550 528 497 468 428 388 372 
r=0.7002 668 620 556 523 458 423 377 325 269 220 170 
r=p=l .400  768 701 641 579 515 453 394 328 269 211 236 
r=2.801 950 874 798 718 638 553 472 389 308 232 306 
r=14.00 1402 1279 1150 1032 902 781 661 540 413 279 709 
r=70.02 1846 1675 1507 1341 1190 1021 857 681 506 353 1116 
r=140.0 2031 1854 1667 1487 1300 1116 929 751 561 376 1284 
Sum 9872 7708 6994 6266 5553 4875 4187 3482 2754 2059 4193 
Zo(3) 
-to' ~-~ . . . .  
zo(4) 
-10 Zo(2 ) 
zo(1) .,.--i" 
. . . .  ~ . . . .  lb  
Zo(5) 
I0 
7-o(6) 
Fig. 1. Numerical Example 1, s = 0.0. 
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7-o(3) 
-.1o' j - t5  . . . .  
zo(4) / 
Zo(5) 
10 Zo(2 ) 
t 5 
zo(1 ) 
. . . .  S . . . .  l b  ! 
Zo(6) 
=10 
Fig. 2. Numerical Example 1, s = 0.4. 
Zo(3) 
-'1o' ~,~,,I J5. . . .  
z.o(4) 
/ 
zo(5) 
• 10 7_o(2) 
,L 
~(~) 
' ' ltl 
7__o(6) 
=10 
Fig. 3. Numerical Example 1, s = 0.6. 
of s = 0.5. Notice that the larger values of  s are substantially more effective for the smaller zeros 
(l~o[-- 1), for reasons we discuss below. Though weak oscillations were observed for s = 1.0, the 
iterations till converge. 
The polynomial Example 3 has clustered zeros. For s = 0 to s = 0.8 the initial approximations 
z0(1)-(6) produced convergence to 3.001, 2.999, -1.999,-2.000, 1 and 3, respectively. When s=0.9, 
z0(4) converged to 3. Oscillations were observed when s--  1.0, although when convergence occurred 
for s = 1.0 this was more rapid than for lower values of s. Table 3 shows again that generally the 
number of  iterations decreases with increasing s. The zeros are distinct but clustered, hence although 
(4) applies in principle the situation is possibly better described by the result (5) for multiple zeros. 
The asymptotically optimal value of  s = 1 given by (5), rather than the optimal s = 0.5 given by 
(4), is most effective whenever convergence is achieved. 
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-~o' 
Zo(3) I105 7-°(2) 
L, z.o(1) 
zo(4) 
-10 
Fig. 4. Numerical Example 1, s = 0.8. 
Polynomial Example 4 is from Hansen and Patrick [6]; it has a triple zero at 3 and a double zero 
at -2.  The result (5) rather than (4) applies at the multiple zeros, with order of convergence one, 
except hat as previously mentioned second-order convergence to the multiple as well as the simple 
zeros can be expected for s = 1. Until s = 0.8 the initial approximations z0(1), z0(2) and z0(6) all 
produce convergence to the triple zero at 3, z0(3) and z0(4) produce convergence to the double zero 
at -2,  and z0(5) converges to the simple zero 1. When s = 0.9, the sequence produced by z0(5) 
changes to converge to the triple zero at 3. There is no oscillation at s = 1. The results in Table 4 
show that the number of iterations generally decreases with increasing s, with s-- 1 clearly superior. 
The overall trend corresponds to that for Example 3 in Table 3, though the overall cost is higher 
for smaller values of s. 
Table 5 lists the cumulative number of iterations required for convergence to a zero of Example 5 
for all starting points used, for each pair of numbers (s,r) where r is the distance from the origin of 
the starting points used. All the zeros of Example 5 are on the unit circle and have multiplicity 3, 
hence (5) applies. It is apparent hat the asymptotically optimal value s = 1 is significantly less 
effective as the distance r of the starting points from the zeros increases. This phenomenon is
explained below. 
The above examples illustrate that the asymptotically optimal parameter value s- -0 .5 does not 
always produce the best result for simple zeros and is significantly inferior for clustered zeros. For 
multiple zeros the asymptotically optimal value s---- 1 is also not the most effective choice overall as 
the distance between the starting points and zeros inceases. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We investigated the utility of the asymptotic error constants (4) and (5) as a means of selecting 
the most efficient member of the classes of iteration functions (2). Our numerical results indicate 
that the average number of iterations to achieve convergence depends heavily on the parameter s but 
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that the parameter choice which minimizes the asymptotic error constant is not necessarily optimal 
in the context of convergence from more distant starting values. Moreover those parameter choices 
which correspond to the classic methods (1) and (3) are typically not the best choices within this 
class, even allowing for the fact that for s = 0 the value of f " ( zk )  is not required. 
Convergence to smaller zeros is generally, though not always, improved by selecting s nearer 1 
than 0.5, though in the cases s = 0.9 and s = 1.0 in Tables 1 and 2 the number of iterations increased 
and oscillations occurred. These observations, together with the observed increase in costs for s = 1 
as r increases in Table 5, can be explained as follows. When Iz01 is large, f ( zo )~ z~, f ' ( zo )~ nz~ -1 
and f " (Zo) ,~n(n -  1)z~ -2. Hence Zl of (2) is approximated by (1 - 1/ [n -s (n -  1)])z0. Thus as 
s tends to 1, Zl is nearer to the origin and usually [z01 >> [zl 1. If the neighbourhood of z~ does not 
contain a zero of f ( z )  = 0, so that f ( z l )  can be accurately evaluated, then f ( z l  ) is approximated by 
akz~ -k where ,-k _ n-p ]agzl [--maxplapZl I. Thus, we again have z2 ~(1 - 1/[n - k - s(n - k - 1)])zl and 
so Iz l >> Iz21, This explains the behaviour of the first steps in Figs. 1-3, and also why larger values 
of s are sometimes more effective in finding smaller zeros than for finding larger zeros. However, for 
very small values of zk the value of f ( zk )  is dominated by the lowest-order terms of the polynomial, 
which may result in oscillations or other undesirable behaviour if the zeros are not near the origin. 
An example of this behavior is provided by Example 5 with s= 1 and r= 140.0. For z0 = 139.7+ 
9.160i, we find zl --- 1.428 x 10 -6 -2.840 × 10-7i  and z2 = 1.904 × 10 -6 -3.787 x 10-7i.  Here z0 is very 
large and s= 1 hence Zl is reduced to a very small number, and z2 ~ Z l - ( -1 / [0  + 36/(12zl ))] = 4 x Zl. 
Since the zeros of function Example 5 are on the unit circle, there is no zero near z~ and zk, k=3,4, . . .  
increase by the ratio 4/3 for a while. From (4/3) 50 ~ 1.7 × 106, it follows that roughly 50 iterations 
are required to converge to a zero from z0. Using 24 different initial approximations, we expect 
a total of about 1200 (actually 1284) iterations to be required. Thus for large s and large initial 
estimates z0 it may take many iterations to converge. 
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